
Both Sides Now 
 

Do I tend to write on both sides of an issue? Well, yes and no. (Put a little smiley face 

here.) 

While fashioning another Sunday with Sensei’s Journal, it occurred to me that sometimes 

I seem in favor of something and sometimes against the same thing. For example, in a previous 

edition, I suggest that mixed martial arts skills is like a poo-poo platter and thus cannot represent 

the richness of a well-balanced meal the way traditional martial arts do. In another article, I extol 

the virtues of multiple martial arts study, explaining that one art cannot cover every aspect of 

self-defense. So, am I a typical politician trying to be on both sides of an issue? Or am I seeing 

things from a unique point of view, thus seeing the value of some aspects of the extremes, but 

not favoring the extreme of the extremes? The latter answer, please. 

I find it fascinating that in the age of abundant information, people prefer a position that 

is either noncommittal or extreme. What are the other possibilities, you ask? Well, anything in 

between. I do not believe that all Republicans make moonshine and pray every evening, nor that 

they own yachts, four houses on various islands, and buy every election. I do not believe that all 

Democrats are dying to move to the most socialized nation west of Russia nor that they are all 

illegal immigrants who have been bought by governmental favors and live off the dole. When a 

Facebook friend puts up a political meme that I think smuggles in slanted statistics or tries to 

make a sub-rosa point that has little to do with what it overtly says, I try to politely write an 

exception in the comments.  

The same goes for martial arts. I don’t believe that all karate is stiff, frozen by fixed 

forms, or unable to adapt to street situations. I don’t believe that all aiki is cooperative, large and 

lovely, and an exercise is social interaction. I don’t believe that all Wing-chun people can’t kick, 

nor do I think that all TKD students can’t fight in close-quarters.  

I do believe that all of the “Don’ts” and “Can’ts” listed above are sometimes true, 

however. The martial arts iconoclasts that prove those apparent absolutes incorrect are my most 

prized audience. My personal observation of the martial arts world is what I write about, but it is 

important to note that I try to observe as much of that world as I can, not in order to be diverse 

for diversity’s sake, but in order to be well informed enough to defend my point of view. 

I look at arts from both sides now/ from East and West, and still somehow/ it’s arts’ 

illusions I recall/ Perhaps I don’t know arts at all. (My apologies to Joni Mitchell.)  

Certainly I don’t know, nor can I be informed about, all martial arts, but I do have friends 

(Facebook and otherwise) who train in Japanese, Okinawan, Chinese, Korean, Indonesian, 

Filipino, and Russian martial arts as well as books and videos on a wide variety of martial 



systems, styles, disciplines, and concepts. In other words, I try to get not only both sides now, 

but also many sides now. In doing so, I have found that people from the arts with which I am 

least familiar often appreciate my ideas just as much as those from the arts with which I am most 

familiar.  

I am not trying to be balanced, but I am trying to be fair in my assessments. I don’t lean 

forward or backward, left or right, but I do try to move forward without losing my balance. Do I 

tend to write on both sides of an issue? Well, yes and no. 

 


